
Pictured at The Pioneer Run finish at    Madeira Drive, 
Brighton, is Richard Woodcock with his 1913 Rex, winner of The 

Ray Newton Trophy for Best V-twin. Photo: Matt Fox
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Vice Presidents  P Donaldson, I D McGill, B M Staple

Hello Everyone,
 Firstly apologies for the lateness of this issue of the Club News, 
pressure of work has not allowed me to devote the time necessary to 
the magazine. Apologies are also due to John Hodson, as his Wilfred 
Saga book review was wrongly attributed to Rob Smith.
 Meanwhile I was perusing ‘Old Glory’ magazine, and was 
surprised to find that many traction engines are available as replicas, 
the high cost of the original engines making this viable. Shortly after, I 

was at the MCN Festival of Motorcycling at Peterborough, where my eye was caught by “The 
Black Douglas” motorcycle on the Haywards of Cambridge stand. This brand new motorcycle 
had a flat-tank frame, rigid rear suspension and girder forks. I thought it rather spoilt by 
the engine, which was a Chinese copy of a Honda engine, but still interesting to think the 
manufacturers envisage there’s a market for it.
All the Best, Julie
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President’s Message Ian D McGill
May I first thank Peter Donaldson and Baz Staple for proposing me for the Club’s next 
president, it is not an appointment that I would ever expected, but I am very honoured and 
happy to accept.
 I have a very hard act to follow. Marjorie Ayers, who although not a riding member, whilst 
President she was very active in supporting the club where ever possible, and only lately has 
she had to stop attending events due to mobility problems.
On behalf of the club, may I offer Marjorie our sincere thanks.
 I will where ever possible attend or ride in our events, and will do my best to promote the 
club in the future, and may I wish you all an enjoyable and safe riding season.

To All Secretaries of Meetings Baz Staple
Frank Mace has kindly donated a quantity of medium to small sized unengraved cups which 
could make suitable replica awards for our events. If SOMs are interested, please contact 
me - similar recycling of cups would help to defray our event costs.
Many thanks to Frank for this thoughtful gesture.
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Introducing Our New Committee Members Arnold Marshall
We welcome Mr Trevor Dadswell as the Club's new Treasurer. Trevor is a retired fully qualified 
accountant who worked with me in an earlier life and although he has no specific interest in 
motorcycles old or new he has volunteered to take over the role from Andrew.
 Thank you to our webmaster Ian Cockshull. Ian has looked after the day to day operation 
and maintenance of the Club Website since its creation including fielding and re-directing 
oddball inquiries for Sunbeam S7 and S8's etc. He has always provided a quick and efficient 
response to all web related matters. However, the committee has decided to introduce 
membership payment by Pay Pal among other changes in the near future which, due to 
personal time constraints Ian does not feel able to become involved with. The committee hope 
that the membership will join them in conveying our grateful thanks to Ian for all his hard work 
over the years.
 So it’s welcome to Mr Adrian Cole the Club's new webmaster. Adrian is a web designer 
who has offered to introduce the committee's changes to our website over the coming 
months while giving the site a new look. He will be contactable at adrian@ajcole.com for the 
time being, further contact details will be published in the near future. Based in Sussex near 
Brighton Adrian has both early motorcycles and early motor cars, he has also ridden in the 
Pioneer in the past.
 See inside front cover for the full contact details for all our new committee members.

Annual General Meeting: Saturday 5th March, 2016 Arnold Marshall
As ever, the Club AGM went well, and gave members a good chance to catch up with one 
another as well as assist with Club business. The committee reported good membership 
growth, and the following awards were presented:

President's Cup
John Mijatovic - For his promotion of the Club through his excellent photographs.

Our New Club Membership Secretary Julie Diplock
Brian Empsall, our new Membership Secretary, is a retired 
chartered civil engineer living in Lichfield, Staffordshire with 
his wife Patricia. He learnt to ride on a BSA Bantam in 1963 
and has never been without a motorcycle since. In 1966 while 
at college in London he bought his first vintage motorcycle, 
a 1927 Super Sports Model 9 Francis-Barnett. In 1970 he 
bought the 1928 Triumph N de Luxe as a box of bits which, 
with sidecar, has become part of the Empsall family. Patricia 
was introduced to the joys of vintage motorcycling by joining 
Brian on the Irish and Munster Rallies just two weeks after the 
bike was assembled. They married in 1972 and have been 
regular participants in vintage runs ever since. In 1974 they 
moved to Carlisle where they were active members of the 

VMCC  Lakeland Section before returning to the Midlands in 1990. Brian joined the Sunbeam 
Club a few years ago as he particularly enjoys runs which are predominantly for vintage and 
veteran machines and is delighted to see  more Sunbeam events north of the M25.

John Olley Cup
Chris Pile - For organising and leading Chiddingly Club Night Runs.
John Neave Cup
Les Mills - For his able back room work at Ixion and Romney Marsh Runs.
Len & Marjorie Savage Ladies Award
Avis Baxter - For her able back room work at Ixion and Romney Marsh Runs.
John Grondona Cup
William Mace - For his performance at Kop Hill and Ramsgate Sprints.
Trials Award (Not Awarded)
Editor's Cup
Peter Donaldson & Margaret Donaldson - For their hard work and input into the Club News.

The plaque presented to retiring 
president Marjorie Ayres.

Chris Pile receives the John Olley 
Cup from new President Ian McGill.

Retiring Membership Secretary Peter Donaldson 
and his daughter Margaret Donaldson receive 
the Editor’s Cup from the President.

William Mace receiving The John 
Grondona Cup from the President.

Photos: John Mijatovic
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2016 Ramsgate Sprint Revival Julie Diplock
Sadly, the planned repeat of the 2015 Ramsgate Sprint Revival, scheduled for  13-14 
August, has been cancelled due to increased activity at the Port of Ramsgate. However, the 
organisers are arranging the Ramsgate Rev-Up to preserve the venue and date for vintage 
and classic motorcycles in Ramsgate. For more details visit www.ramsgaterevup.com.

Federation of British Historic Vehicle Clubs: Survey
It is five years since the last National Historic Vehicle Survey, which some may recall valued 
the historic vehicle movement at £4.3 billion to the UK economy. The FBHVC are in the 
process of conducting a new National Historic Vehicle Survey, which will be the largest and 
most detailed survey of historic vehicle owning that the Federation has ever conducted and 
the results will help shape the future of the industry. Therefore, it is vital that Members of the 
SMCC participate in the survey to ensure that our interests are properly reflected. This time 
as well as surveying enthusiasts and those working in this arena FBHVC are carrying out  the 
survey in two distinct stages. Stage one is an attitude and opinion survey of a representative 
sample of the whole UK population over 16 years of age. Carried out by TNS, the premier 
researcher in this field, this is the first time this has ever been attempted. This part has already 
been completed and provides fascinating insights into the general public’s attitude to historic 
vehicles. For example 8 million people expressed an interest in historic vehicles, 1 in 10 
people aspire to own one and 2 million people attended an event or regularly read about them 
in magazines. The specialist press will cover these national  results over the next few weeks 
and they were presented at the recent Club Expo at  Gaydon.
 To get maximum value from the survey they need as many members as possible to take 
part in Stage 2 where the survey will drill down amongst yourselves, the enthusiasts and get 
to the real nitty gritty.

What Can You Do?
Complete the survey online. It’s pretty simple, albeit a little tedious in parts, but 
should only take you ten minutes or so and will ensure that your opinion counts:
http://fbhvc.co.uk/research/survey-2016/
 Finally, do you know a Club Member who does not have internet access? If so, please 
reach out to them and perhaps offer to help them complete the survey through you. That way, 
hopefully, more of our Members will have an opportunity to help influence what the future 
holds for historic vehicles.

Pinhard Trophy - 2015 Winner Tony Lloyd

James Shanes : Grass Track/Long Track Race
As announced previously, this year’s winner is James 
Shanes Grass and Long Track Racer. 2015 has 
been a fantastic year for James – Two British titles, 
an FIM Gold Medal as part of the team that brought 
the Don Godden Trophy back to the UK for the first 
time, an FIME Silver Medal plus a host of top results 
on the domestic scene. The Judges were particularly 
impressed by James’s commitment at grass-roots 
level. Setting up and dismantling tracks  for racing and 
attending promotional events.
 Presentation of the Trophy was at the ACU 
Awards Dinner on 23rd January. Once again the 
venue was The National Motor Cycle Museum at 
Birmingham. The tone for the evening was set by 
James riding down the entrance stairs on his racer 
to rapturous applause followed by one of our Trials 

champions who rode straight onto the stage and off again.
 Sunbeam’s awarding of the Pinhard has become a traditional part of the evening’s festivity. 
Thelma and I were entertained at one of the top tables. As usual the Pinhard was given 
star billing, kicking off proceedings and a two-page spread in the programme. Then a major 
mention in the emailed ACU News.
Several people made a special mention of passing good wishes to Sunbeam MCC

Mid Week Lunch Meets Baz Staple
The committee at its January meeting suggested that individual members across the country 
might like to arrange meets at pubs or cafes, at or around midday in the week. This could 
be a pleasant way for locals to get to know each other and travel there by car or bike for an 
informal get together - no lights required.
 Any volunteers could do so and publish in the Club News and could even combine the meet 
with clubs with a similar cut off, such as Rudge Enthusiasts Club and the Sunbeam Marston 
Register & Club.

Operation 2020 Andrew Leslie
Well... I finally found a rusty pile of bits and I had to buy them. Some of the rust has a form 
resembling a 1911 Zenith Gradua V-twin.
 There is a lot of work to do, so I will be dusting down my lathe, mill and spray booth but 
before I get there, any help would be greatly appreciated. I obviously need a few parts (nuts 
and  bolts  and  the  like...!)  and  option  one  is  to  buy  them  if  they  are  around  but     the 
rarity of the bike probably means pictures and drawings will have to be used to make them. 
If you  have  parts,  or  a  bike  I  can  take  some  serious  photos  of,  I  would  be  very 
grateful. I hear 'knowledge is power', and when it comes to veterans and Zeniths, I   have no 
power. Here is my current list:
• Forks (Or someone good and rebuilding a rusty set)



 In addition to the above awards, the Chairman presented the following special awards.
 To Ian McGill a trophy inscribed: Club and Company Secretary, Ian McGill 1999 – 2015 For 
work for the Club.
 To Marjorie Ayers a trophy inscribed: The Sunbeam Club wishes to express our sincere 
appreciation to our first Lady President 2007-2016 recognising her deep involvement in all 
Club Aspects for many years.
 To Peter Donaldson a trophy inscribed: An extraordinary Clubman Approaching 60 years 
a member. Club Officer in Various Positions For 18, 25 & 36 years, 56 years a Trials Rider, 
Thank you Peter
 Ian McGill expressed his heartfelt gratitude and surprise at his election to the position of 
President.

James Shanes and Tony Lloyd at the 
ACU Presentation. Picture: ACU
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• Wheels (Are they specific to this Zenith or 
do other bikes have similar?)

• Mudguards (What are they supposed to 
look like as I assume I'll have to make 
them?)

• Gradua pulley system (Are all Gradua 
systems the same?)

• Carburettor (What carb goes with this JAP 
engine?)

• Rear wheel pulley (Are they specific to this 
Zenith or do other bikes have similar?)

• Brake system (Are they specific to this 
Zenith or do other bikes have similar?)

• Pushrod valve caps
Once I get parts, drawings and information, I 
can work towards entering the 2020 Pioneer 
Run! I'll see you there.
Contact me on 07599 291787 or email ajdleslie@gmail.com – I have more photographs of 
Project 2020!

Do you have an interesting snippet or amusing photo that you 
would like to share with the Club?

Send your comments to :
The Editor  (details inside front cover)Le

tte
rs


1910 Humber: Wanted Advert

Dear Julie,
 Thanks for publishing my advert requesting parts for my 1910 Humber. I am taking 
photographs of just about everything as I go and also recording, what to me, are novel 
design details. To me this is like looking at design evolution backwards. I am an Occupational 
Therapist as opposed to an engineer, but I have been stripping and building bicycles since I 
was 12.
 As an example, if you cast your mind back to 1910 and want to be able to stop pedalling 
but then re-engage the back wheel when you pedal forward, how do you do it? All I have ever 
known is the ratchet and pawl system, the "click, click, click" you hear on a bicycle. What I 
found on my Humber was a totally different way of doing the same thing - a kind of worm drive 
in the rear hub. For me this was a "wow' moment because I have never seen anything like it, 
perhaps I need to get out more! However, it might be good for the members who have known 
about these things for years to know of the pleasure of a novice too. It is akin to the childlike 
pleasure of discovery.
Best wishes, Peter Ashlee

●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●

Norton Rear Stand Fitting Plus Tyre Queries
Hello Julie,
 Paul Rogers’ method of fitting the strong Norton rear stand spring is a good one but here’s 
another dodge, if along the road or whatever. Simply bend the spring laterally in order to open 
a space between the coils and insert a thick coin or washer. Repeat on the opposite side and 
keep on until sufficient length has been gained. Obviously placing a coin in a a different slot 
each time, If you have a helper the bottom end of the spring can be left anchored and there 
comes a point when the last bit can be done with the help of a screwdriver to lever the top 
loop of the spring onto the frame abutment .  Remember,  slipping screwdrivers can cost you 
a tendon and keep your fingers clear!
 By way of an advert and also for your information, I am still looking for 650 x 65 (26 x 2 
½“ Old Standard) tyres for my 1911 Scott. The “New Standard” 26 x 2½” as now made by 
Ensign fit a rim diameter of 22 5/8” whereas the old standard  ones fit a 21 1/8” rim, same  as 
a 26 x 300” (which is more logical). Durandal made a nice tyre until quite recently but it’s now 
discontinued. This size is still available in the Far East presumably for rickshaws, and whilst 
good looking and of sound construction are a bit lightweight. Of course “back in the day” as we 
now say, tyres were made in three different weights so probably they do  conform. Motorised 
rickshaws etc are frequently overloaded if TV programmes are to be believed, so they are 
obviously strong enough. I am used to looking at the heavy treads on Ensigns and Dunlop 
etc and of course most of the tyres we see are actually marked “Extra Heavy” etc. Anyway I 
know one regular pioneer entrant who has been using them with complete success on heavy 
machines for years. Still, I would like to locate a couple of old stock Dunlops, John Bulls 
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Brian Rawlings Obituary Ian D McGill
Sadly on 28th  January Brian, who was an honorary member of The Sunbeam MCC, and
President of the Southampton & District MCC, lost his long fight against cancer. He will be 
remembered by riders in the Graham Walker Memorial Run as a very hard working Chief 
Road Marshal who mapped out the present route and on the day of the event made sure that 
all major junctions were well marshalled and all other points had marker posts. When riders 
had returned, he would ride the route to make sure nobody had ‘fallen by  the wayside’. He 
will be sorely missed by all.
A letter of condolence on behalf of the Club has been sent to Brian’s wife Pam.

or Durandal 650 x 65 (26 x 2 ½”) just for the “better” tread appearance. I have a number of 
Brown Brothers sales catalogues from the twenties and thirties, the 1928 catalogue still lists 
tyres of all sizes and actually uses the term “old standard” to distinguish one from the other. 
Interesting to note that although wired on tyres were fully established by 1928, Brown Bros 
still offered a full range of beaded edge tyres. I suppose a market continued to exist well into 
the thirties for use on the older models.
 I enjoy the magazine and the Pioneer Run each year and am seriously thinking about doing 
a Welsh Week this year too. Great Stuff!
Best Regards John Kidd.
Editor’s Note: Thanks for the letter John, very interesting. Regarding the use of tyres, my understanding 
is that tyres should be suitable for use on the road to comply with current legislation, though I’m not sure 
if this is applied retrospectively. However, I would have concerns about using extremely old tyres on the 
road, having a puncture on a beaded edge tyre is not fun in my experience!

 As a club, is there some scope for making a request to Vintage Tyres Ltd?

●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●  ●

Duzmo
Hi Julie,
 Not sure if this is of interest, but I found a snippet about Duzmo motorcycles in a 1921 copy 
of the Motor Cycle. The attached picture shows a special machine that was to be entered in 
the 500 mile race at Brooklands. The standard sports model was belt drive, but this racing 
model has an ‘especially large tank and a two speed Enfield gear fitted’ and all chain drive. 
Also mentioned is the fact that ‘the cylinder and head are held down using four long bolts 
which pass through the radiating fins’, and ‘the two rockers are operated by a central timing 
wheel’. I couldn’t find any reports as to how well it did in the 500 mile race but it certainly looks 
the part.
Regards, Graham Gasson.

John Marchant 1941 - 2016 Dave Blanchard
Sadly we lost a great friend and clubman 
in just a few short months following a 
diagnosis of Cancer.
 John has been a motorcycle enthusiast 
since his teenage days owning and 
regularly riding a variety of British Bikes 
from early Veterans to Classics until a 
few months ago. As a young man he 
was encouraged by the famous Eastwood 
family to compete in Scrambles Races at 
many of those well known South Eastern 
race tracks that have now become a 
nostalgic memory for those who were 
there at the time. His racing years spanned 
the decade which we now refer to as the 
Golden Years.
 A long time VMCC and Sunbeam MCC member he was well known by many enthusiasts. 
The immaculate finish he achieved on his motorcycle rebuilds was second to none and 
deservedly, he won many Concours Awards at several motorcycle shows for his efforts.
 John took part in 26 Sunbeam MCC Pioneer Runs on Veteran bikes. Quite an  achievement 
when you consider the challenge that was necessary, sometimes made even more extreme 
by inclement weather. He rode in many organised events and social runs on his other Vintage 
or Classic machines. He was also part of the Recovery Crew for the  VMCC IWKR event 
always sporting that characteristic, wide beaming smile and happy face that made you feel 
relaxed.
 His other passion in the entertainment world gave another opportunity to ride and use his 
motorcycles in films, dramas and advertising commercials. The most repeated one being the 
Churchill advert with a talking British Bulldog occupying the Swallow Sidecar on his Triumph 
Thunderbird outfit.
 He will be remembered for his passion of British Bikes, his standard of workmanship, a 
desire to regularly ride with others of like minded interest and the warm friendship he offered 
to all motorcycling club members.
 Our sympathies are with his lovely wife Annette, family and all friends, especially his very 
close friend of over 50 years, Brian Southam.

John Marchant with his 1913 three-
speed 3 ½ HP Premier. Photo: Keith Fryer
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Club Nights at Six Bells, Chiddingly Paul Rees
These are held on the first Thursday of each month at the Six Bells public house, Chiddingly, 
Sussex, BN8 6HE, telephone 01825 872227, OS grid ref. TQ 543142. Food is available from 
6pm. 
 If you have any suggestions, or contacts that might be suitable subjects for a club night, I 
would be most grateful. My contact details are paulrees49@yahoo.co.uk or 01323 844766.

Forthcoming dates are:
Thursday 5th May onwards - We will start our evening rides out and I am hoping to be able 
to make one of these a little bit different from usual, but possibly more of that in a later club 
magazine.

Club Nights at West Kingsdown Village Hall Rob Smith
These are held on the third Monday of the month from 8pm to 10:30pm at West Kingsdown 
Village Hall, London Road, West Kingsdown (Behind Gamecock Pub) TN15 6BZ. Grid 
reference O/S188 574 629). Tea or coffee and biscuits provided, for more details contact 
George Smith on 01474 852960 or t110george47@gmail.com 

January
Our largest attendance to date was given an excellent talk with photos on Home-Built  Aircraft 
by Club Member and pilot Robin Vince. Following the rapid development of aircraft during 
World War One came a growing enthusiasm for flying and demand for a design of a small, 
affordable aeroplane within the reach of everyone that could be built in a shed or garage. 
Trials were conducted by the Royal Aero Club in the mid 1920's to find a suitable design but 
none were successful.  When  the  French  'Flying  Flea'  aircraft  appeared  in  the mid-thirties, 
300 copies of the plans to build one were requested and 120 of them built, many with an 
air-cooled two-stroke engine supplied by motorcycle manufacturer  Scott. Sadly several fatal 
crashes due to shortcomings in the design and the poor construction of some aircraft led to 
all of them being permanently grounded.
 In 1936 Cecil Latimer-Needham established the Luton Aircraft Company to create the 
Luton Minor as an aeroplane similar in design to the Flying Flea but without some of the 
shortcomings of that aircraft. It was one of Britain's first home-built aircraft designs which  has 
been very successful with many built and still flying now and the plans to make your  own still 
available today. Robin himself owned and flew his Luton Minor for several years, powered like 
many other light aircraft by a derivative of a VW Beetle car engine. Robin showed us several 
photos of other home-built and kit-build aircraft from around the world taking us right up to 
the composite designs of today and the growing demand for scale replicas of famous fighters 
from World War One and Two.
Our thanks go to Robin for a great evening and for bringing his laptop/DVD projector.

February
Bob Onley brought along a real rarity in his John Catchpole Special 350cc Two-Stroke trials 
bike in the form it was when it competed in the 1965 International Six Days Trial (I.S.D.T.) 
held on the Isle Of Man. John Catchpole was born in 1910 and in adult life worked at Vickers 
during WW2 before running Esso garages at Dartford and then at Sidcup. John was a very 
talented engineer and built many specials including a Scott engine converted to air-cooling for 
a trials sidecar outfit and a similar machine with coupled 200cc Villiers units. He also created a 
sidecar outfit with a sidevalve Ford engine which he demonstrated at an early post-war grass 

Club Meetings at The Vine, Essex Rob Woodford
First Saturday of the month. The Essex meet has now moved to:
'The Vine', Vine St, Great Bardfield, Braintree, Essex CM7 4SR
Phone: 01371 811822  www.vine-greatbardfield.co.uk

track meeting. John won many awards in Sidecar Trials on machines he had created from the 
mid-forties into the 1960's.
 The machine Bob owns started life as a trials sidecar outfit with a Villiers industrial unit 
which proved to have too much power at the expense of 'plonk' at slow speed. It was rebuilt 
as a solo for the 1965 I.S.D.T. with a pre-1935 Velocette KTP crank/cases, a modified four- 
stroke A.M.C. cylinder barrel with his own design of adjustable/detachable ports and an
A.M.C. experimental gearbox. The rear frame was from a 250cc Royal Enfield, the main frame 
was John's creation and the forks are B.S.A C11/C12 modified fork tubes with a  centre spring 
damper off a B.M.C. Mini. Interestingly the rear hub was from a Honda! The machine proved 
successful with remarkable top end performance and bottom end 'plonk'  but sadly it wasn't to 
finish the I.S.D.T. due to a holed piston but the event was reported to be one of the toughest 
ever which broke almost all of the machines entered by BSA and Greeves. The machine's 
components still have the I.S.D.T. scrutineers paint/marks on them now.
 John overcame the problem with the piston and kept and rode the machine for the rest of 
his life. He had moved out to the Isle of Man and continued to build special trials cars and 
land yachts and competed with them. After he passed away the machine was acquired by 
Brian Woolley (not the renowned Two-Stroke Tuner) who was a friend of John's through  trials 
riding. Bob was a friend of Brian's and is a Velocette enthusiast and trials rider, he acquired 
the machine from Brian's estate after he passed away. Bob rides the machine and takes it 
for occasional gentle green-laning but has retired it from serious use due to its rarity and 
originality. One of John Catchpole's trials sidecar outfits still exists and he hopes to reunite 
them one day for photos.
 Thanks to Bob for bringing the machine with its history file and starting it for us and George 
Smith for telling us about it.

Mid Week Lunch Meets Baz Staple
The committee at its January meeting suggested that individual members across the country 
might like to arrange meets at pubs or cafes, at or around midday in the week. This could 
be a pleasant way for locals to get to know each other and travel there by car or bike for an 
informal get together - no lights required.
 Any volunteers could do so and publish in the Club News and could even combine the meet 
with clubs with a similar cut off, such as Rudge Enthusiasts Club and the Sunbeam Marston 
Register & Club.
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as he was going to do it up one day.
 The relationship with Anne did not flourish, however each year I rang Bob to see if he  would 
change his mind? Bob moved house, and still I pursued him, until on the 12th year of wanting, 
Bob gave in and my purchase of a true Veteran was complete. I say complete, however the 
bike was in a thousand pieces, with a few lawn mower parts added for good measure to make 
the jigsaw puzzle a little more difficult! It came in several Tea chests and my dear mother 
thought that I had taken leave of my senses suggesting that the local tip  was a better resting 
place!
 My assessment of my purchase was bitter sweet: delight that virtually every part  was 
intact, yet severely worn out! The frame was broken off at the headstock and top tube bent 
like a banana, mudguards falling apart, incorrect wheel rims and handlebars ‘re-shaped’ by 
someone with a very large hammer. There was however spare 1914 petrol tank to supplement 
the badly beaten up original item. My first initiative was to successfully secure the original 
Registration Number OE 5118 with DVLA, reconfirm the Sunbeam Pioneer Certificate and to 
make contact with the VMCC Rex Marque Specialist, which yielded a spare engine and the 
remains of a unique Rex cast exhaust silencer.
 Many years passed by, this being my first motorcycle restoration, and progress was pitiful in 
dribs and drabs, though I did build up a highly beneficial portfolio of other Rex owners and the 
machines original spec. In 2011, fearing that The Rex would never see the light of day again, 
I had a major breakthrough by being introduced to West Sussex Rex-JAP owner and V-twin 
specialist Dave Pittuck. Dave agreed to take on the Rex engine, whilst I concentrated on the 
rest of the bike to try to meet its Centenary in 2013. The Roc hub was rebuilt by Jim Allen from 
Grimsby in exchange for the loan of parts to copy for his own Rex. The original 1913 tank was 
professionally restored to former glory by Peter Harber of Burgess Hill, but problems were 
encountered shoehorning it into the misaligned frame. Correct beaded edge rims were laced 
onto the original hubs by Central Wheels, Coleshill and new mudguards were hand rolled on 
Victorian Wheeling machines by local craftsmen Radford Panels. Fractured cylinder barrels 
were sent off to Rex-JAP engineer Juris Ramba in Latvia for welding and Juris also fabricated 
a toolbox and replacement footboards. Curiously the Cam followers were missing from the 
engine and replacements poached from the spare unit. The forks were rebushed by Rob 
Thomas of Partsmade, Bromsgrove, the Bosch magneto went off to Tony Stairs in Hendon 
and Derek Filer from Blaghdon nr Bristol recovered the original La Grande pan seat in new 
leather. New springs were made by Active Springs, Redditch and the nickel plating bright work 
was entrusted to Marque Restore in Bulkington.
 Finally after much hand wringing and many exchange return visits to Dave Pittuck’s 
workshop, the great day came. With the initial assistance of a modern paddock starter and 
with only a little resistance, The Rex burst back into life after a 55-year absence. A multitude 
of teething problems followed, too widespread to recount, however the bike had made its 
Centenary debut though sadly the 75th Pioneer Run was called off due to bad weather. The 
Rex was entered into the 2013, 2014 and 2015 Banbury Runs where Bob Scarsbrooke, and 
wife Sheila, now in his 80s looked on admiringly from the start line. In 2014 it won the ‘Most 
Desirable Machine’ in the Coventry Parade and in 2015 the ‘Best Veteran Machine’ at the 
same event.
 The Rex had first achieved a Pioneer Certificate in 1958, but it was not until the 2014 
Pioneer Run that it first made an appearance on the Epsom start line. The excitement was 
electrifying, but short lived with the Roc rear hub seizing in high ratio at the bottom of  Reigate 
Hill and so retiring just ten miles out. In the 2015 event The Rex failed to make the start due to 
a big end bearing seizure due to oil starvation during a practice run, a few days before 

The Rex: King of the Pioneers Richard Woodcock

My 6 hp Veteran Rex V-Twin De Luxe, was first conceived in the Osbourne Rd factory, 
Earlsdon, Coventry, in late 1913, complete with Rex ‘Sidette’ sidecar attached. As far as 
we can ascertain, it has never left the immediate area and was purchased in 1954 by local 
garage dealer Robert Newman Scarsbrooke, from one Agnes Trowman, having found it in a 
flour warehouse in Wheatley St. Folk law suggests that Agnes would ride the outfit up Trinity 
St, where the Bobby on point duty in Broad Gate would immediately stop the traffic to let her 
pass by. Bob soon got the bike going and promptly entered it in the VMCC Banbury Run  
with passenger ‘Eddy’. The following year Bob entered it in The Coventry to Birmingham 
Veteran Run starting from Hearsal Common, and then again in the 1957 Banbury Run , this 
time without a passenger. With power receding on Sunrising Hill, Bob detached the Sidette to 
complete the course and later scrapped it, entering the 1958 Banbury Run as a solo entrant. It 
was also in 1958 that Bob applied to The Sunbeam Motorcycle Club for a Pioneer Certificate, 
though he then dismantled it for restoration without ever entering the coveted Pioneer Run.
 On or about 1977, I dated Bob’s daughter Anne, and on returning to their house for a coffee, 
Bob asked me what I was interested in? When I replied ‘Old Motorbikes’ he revealed that he 
had one in the shed. I paid only a passing interest, expecting the ill fabled Honda 50cc, but 
was staggered when he described the Rex to me and immediately attempted a purchase, 
realising that this may well be a ‘once in a lifetime opportunity’. Sadly Bob was not forthcoming 
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 Again the occasion overcame me and the start at Epsom was fluffed, but once underway on 
the run the Hobart and I got on well and although it’s slow it keeps plugging away regardless. 
I can’t report any great dramas or tales of daring-do other than one pedal fell off as we 

Brighton: Here We Come! Rowena Smith
The Sunbeam MCC ‘Club News’ October-November 2014 featured my experiences with 
Richard Rosenthal’s Handy Hobart; Richard is my partner Pete’s Dad. I hope you’ll enjoy my 
update.
 Thanks to flotsam strewn in the road after Handcross my first attempt in 2014 to reach 
Brighton was thwarted. It would have taken 2½ hours to remove and refit the machine’s rear 
wheel to change the tyre. Annoyingly it takes under five minutes to remove the front wheel, 
but it was the rear tyre that was split by a piece of metal lying in the road.
Although entered, medical advice scuppered my planned 2015 Pioneer Run, so 2016 was to 
be the year. Brighton here we come.
 Following advice from friend Ian Johnson, Richard found the all metal clutch within the 
293cc Hobart’s Armstrong three-speed hub works best when flooded with thin oil such as 
automatic transmission oil (ATF), penetrating oil or other SAE 20 oil. Problem is, most of it 
leaks out over the next 30 miles so we planned a scheduled stop near Handcross to meet our 
back up van who would pull off the motorway ‘en route’ and Richard would replenish the hub 
gear with thin oil.
Intending to get to Brighton this time, preparation began in late autumn 2015. Usually the 
Hobart lives on a high shelf in the Rosenthal garage, but down it came and after brief fettling, 
I started a series of practice rides to learn to make the best of the improved clutch action and 
refresh my machine control of this spindly 1910 veteran. It’s all very different from the Triumph 
21 I ride regularly. On Pioneer Run day Richard, riding my boyfriend’s 1910 499cc Campion-
JAP, would keep me in sight. Boys being boys they have to swap bikes - they may grow up 
one day but I won’t hold my breath.

the event, and returning to Dave Pittuck for TLC. Finally in the recent 2016 Pioneer Run, The 
Rex fairly flew to Brighton (probably its furthest ever journey from Coventry?), with nothing 
more serious than an overheating rear brake-band. To my utter astonishment, it was awarded 
the coveted Ray Newton Trophy for Best V-Twin.
 What a bike, what a great achievement, what a tale of mixed fortunes to tell the 
grandchildren, and to add to its pedigree, provenance and folk law!

New Members Peter Donaldson
Please give the following New Members to the Club a warm welcome:-

Malcolm Aley(Lincolnshire)
Graham Barker(Surrey)
Trevor Dadswell(Kent)

David Harris(Kent)
Valerie Harris(Kent)
Colin Heath(Sussex)

Melindi Lockie(Northamptonshire)
Robin Mann(Sussex)

Ernest Newman(Hampshire)
Chris Nix(Rutland)

Jackie Pierpoint(Sussex)
Steve Pierpoint(Sussex)

Dawn Pond(Sussex)
Matthew Rees(Sussex)

John Richardson(Surrey)
Chris Scott(Jersey)
Tim Scott(Jersey)

Neil Styles(Worcestershire)
Dan Towers(Oxfordshire)

One hundred percent concentration and Brighton IS getting nearer. Photograph by Ian Kerr
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Sunbeam MCC 77th Pioneer Run Ian McGill
Another spectacular event organised by the Sunbeam MCC, this attracted 347 riders of 
machines all built before 1915. The day started damp and a little cold, but then it always 
is windy on Epsom Downs. Sharp at 8:00am the Mayor of Epsom & Ewell Cllr: Chris Frost 
flagged the first rider away, this was as usual Dave Pittuck with his 1896 Leon Bollee, and  he 
was followed by the rest of class one, a total of 43 machines at three per minute.
 Class two, numbers 44 to 89, then followed at four per minute, Class three, 90 to 339, 
plus  a few late entries were all away by 9:15am on their way to Madeira Drive Brighton. 
Unfortunately we do have a few machines that fail or do not even make it to the start, but it  
is hoped that these will enter again and make the journey to see sun & sea.
 Awards were presented by the Mayor of the City of Brighton and Hove Cllr: Lynda Hyde who 
was resplendent in her robes of office, and was assisted by the Mayor of Epsom and Ewell, 
who as is custom followed the last machine starting down to Brighton. Our sincere thanks to 
both Mayors for giving their time to attend the event.
Thanks must also go to the superb band of marshals from VMCC, VCC, AJS & Matchless 
clubs, the Metropolitan Police Motor Club at Epsom, and of course all Sunbeam MCC 
members that help.
Awards as Follows:

The Lt Col ‘Tiny’ Ayers Trophy for the Greatest Combined Age of Rider & machine
No: 88 Derek Light 1910 A-C Sociable total 196 years
Runners Up:
No: 1 Dave Pittuck 1896 Leon Bollee total 195 years 
No: 23 Don Rickman 1903 Ariel total 193 years
The Laurie Fenton Trophy for the Greatest Age Difference between Rider & machine.
No: 136 Sam Bewley 1914 Wall Autowheel
Age Difference 122 years

climbed a hill south of Handcross.
 We chose to stop our engines and push past the road works, through the Handcross traffic 
snarl and round a couple of the more worrying roundabouts. We also easily found Dennis who 
drives our van for the day in a lay-by between Pease Pottage and Handcross for our planned 
oiling stop and the break gave us a chance for a drink. Once on our way again, Dennis 
rejoined the M23/A23 so as not to impede other Pioneer Run riders with yet another tender 
vehicle.
 On the outskirts of Brighton we had our last planned halt before Madeira Drive after which I 
headed along the cycle, then bus lanes with Richard in hot pursuit, or so I thought. Less than 
a mile from the seafront I stopped at the side of the road, but Richard and the Campion were 
nowhere to be seen. After a couple of minutes they chugged up with Richard grinning and 
claiming he couldn’t keep up! Yeah, ok!
 Due to the heavy traffic we pushed over the next couple of sets of closely placed traffic 
lights as the single speed Campion is a bit of a handful in such conditions. Then after one 
last start and one last clutch operation with its rocking foot pedal I chugged along Madeira 
Drive wearing the biggest grin imaginable before stopping for a chat with Dave Masters at the 
loudspeaker bus.
My thanks to Ian McGill and all his team for a wonderful day. And yes, the finishers medal is 
very precious.

Richard claimed he had to hold the Campion on the stop to keep me in sight, just. But 
then he’s never let any facts get in the way of a good story!  Photograph by Ian Kerr

Day over and time to 
load the Handy Hobart 

in the van for the 
three hour drive home 

to Cambridgeshire. 
Photo: Team Rosenthal
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Nick Farthing 1913 6hp AJS Richard Mummery 1913 830cc Wilkinson TMC

John Smith 1914 700cc Royal Enfield Combination Richard Duffin 1913 4hp Triumph and Martin Heckscher 1913 3.5hp BSA

Pioneer Run® 2016  Pictures: John Mijatovic  
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Bikes I Have Owned Part 5 Bill Pile
In 1969 I signed up for a two year contract with EAPT (East African Post and Telecoms). After 
a stint in Nairobi and Kampala we arrived in Dar-Es-Salaam, Tanzania in mid- December 
1969. The accommodation on offer was either a flat in town or a bungalow on the beach 
at Oyster Bay about five miles along the coast. We opted for the town, as the flat was two 
minutes from the Kilimanjaro Hotel (who accepted external members to its facilities- including 
an Olympic sized pool) and I could walk to work. Also a large store came with the flat meant 
for packing cases and crates, but see later.
 On Christmas Eve after picking Chris up from the airport, (he was at boarding school in 
Ashtead, Surrey) he was complaining most of the afternoon of having a tummy-ache. We told 
him to shut up thinking he had been eating everything available on the eight hour flight from 
Heathrow. He was still bleating about 16.00 so we took him over to a small medical centre 
nearby. Tanzania had only been independent for six or seven years so there was still a few 
expat professional staff working there. We saw a Scottish lady doctor who after examination 
said, “this boy has Appendicitis and must be operated on tonight” this duly took place and the 
Tanzanian surgeon let him come out on Christmas Day.
 Another old agency still operating in the country was the British Council who, we’d heard, 
had an excellent lending library. On our first visit, parked against the wall was a BSA C15, 

Runners up:
No: 221 Marie Edmond 1914 Triumph
No: 220 Nicola Clarke 1914 Triumph
The Bob Currie Trophy. For Meritorious Performance.
No:77 Chris Wright 1914 Douglas
The Classic Motorcycle Trophy for the Best Authentic & Un-Restored machine.
No: 338 Ronald Florens 1913 Triumph
Dutch Horsepower Team Trophy
Generously donated by the Veteran Motoren Club of Holland.
A Team of three riders one from each class with the greatest combined age. 
Class One No: 27 David Dickerson 1903 Phoenix
Class Two No: 80 Boris Falconbridge 1910 Triumph
Class Three No: 117 Ted Burtonshaw 1914 BSA
Combined total years 564.
The German VTV Trophy To the Best New Comer
Generously donated by the German VTV Club.
No: 237 David Chambers      Triumph
The Brian Verrall Trophy  To the best Three Wheeled machine
No: 53 John Earnshaw 1912 New Hudson
The Ray Newton Trophy  To the best ‘Vee’ twin machine
No: 246 Richard Woodcock 1913 Rex.
The Wally Lambert Trophy  To the best American built machine
No: 192 David Bovenizer 1912 Indian
Pioneer Registrars Trophy.
No: 23 Don Rickman 1903 Ariel
NB I have a selection of right hand gloves, a flat cap, three pairs of glasses and a SCAMP m/sport fleece 
all lost on Madeira Drive. Any takers please call me on 01293-771446.

looking a bit sad but seemed all complete. On enquiry, it appeared it had done sterling service 
up country and was now to be pensioned off. This proved to be true there was no interest in 
the local population for an old motorcycle so I was invited to make an offer. It was early 1970 
remember so I, a bit tongue in cheek, offered a 100 shillings, about £5. This was accepted 
with what seemed to be alacrity, there was a log book and receipt and I was to remove it. I 
brought some beer for a couple of my pals in the cable group who had a Land Rover and it 
was duly picked up and deposited in my store in the basement of the flats.  Beryl was not 
overly impressed having thought our involvement with motorcycles was over, little did she 
know. There was a BSA dealer in town so I went seeking spares and info as they must have 
supplied mine in the first place. They had given up the dealership and had no spares, their 
last bike still on display was a 650 BSA Firebird street scrambler at, I  think, £350. After a bit of 
chatting up they said there were some remains round the back I could look at. Low and behold 
was a C15 sans front end but a valuable source of parts despite having been in the open for 
some time. Dar is not only on the coast but on the Equator too. Price was 100 shillings, no 
documents with this one. More beer was bought and the remains delivered to my store.
 I now needed someone to assist in the recommissioning of the first bike and recruited one 
of my office colleges who had a scooter back in the UK. This C15 had been used not too long 
before I got it, so after an oil change and filter clean followed by application of the well  known 
oily rag it cleaned up reasonably well. I cannot recall any details of insurance or tax, but as it 
ran OK and selected the gears I put it on sale for £30 the lot. A couple of Asian lads came to 
see it and we settled for £25 and away it went.
 In mid 1970 the local Yamaha dealer had CT1 175 Trail bikes in candy orange on display. 
Yamaha were trying to get a foot hold in the country so as I now had an empty store I paid the 
£200 price and rode away on the first one registered in Tanzania. The only difference I recall 
to the later DT1 was on mine the wheels were both the same size, 19 inch. Next problem, not 
that it required too much, was running in, remember this was 45 years ago, mobile phones did 
not exist, nor did call boxes, you were on your own in Africa. Needless to say I did not go very 
far out of town but have a lasting memory of the huge Fiat truck and trailer hogging most of 
my part of the road. The African driver had no intension of moving over and took great delight 
in forcing the Mzungo (Swahili for European) to take to the bush at the side of the road. I used 
the bike for official trips to major customers around the city  and for the odd semi competitive 
off-road events, where most of the opposition was small road going two strokes below 250cc. 
As a member of Dar-Es-Salaam motor club I also helped with car parking when the annual 
East African Safari rally was over night in town.
 My contract was up in July 1971 and part of the termination deal was optional passage 
home by ocean liner. I had grandiose ideas of offering on the still unsold BSA Firebird and 
putting it and the Yamaha on the ship with us. But the kids, now both at boarding school in 
Surrey, were bleating about end of term so Beryl decided to fly home early to keep them 
happy. So I sold all the furniture, the car and the CT1 and followed her by plane end of July.
 Our two year old house in Bookham, Surrey was spick and span, one of the tenants had 
even pruned the roses. I bought a new Vauxhall Victor estate car collected the Afghan Hound 
from Beryl’s parents and resumed life and work in the UK.
Details of first Vintage Bike acquisition and subsequent ones to follow.
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My First Vintage Bike - Part One Rick Parkington 
Now admittedly, that’s a bit of a grand title considering what I actually bought back in 1984, 
but it was to prove a loyal friend, taught me much and introduced me to a side of motorcycling 
that I have  enjoyed enormously ever since.

 Just before my twentieth birthday, I paid one of my frequent visits to my friend Graham 
Hilton’s backstreet British bike emporium in Maidstone and was introduced to a very rusty 
(non) rolling chassis. It purported to be the mortal remains of a 1925-ish 350cc BSA but 
shockingly corroded. The left-hand rear chain-stay and engine/gearbox plate were missing 
along with their half of the rear stand, the bottom quarter of the rear wheel rim, one side of the 
tank and about a foot off each end of the handlebars making it clear that this bike had spent 
some considerable time out of doors. It was also evident that it had been stripped of anything 
of value beforehand as besides the absent engine and gearbox, all the brass bits had been 
sweated out of the tank. Even the rear tyre had been salvaged and I soon discovered that 
the only reason the (now fossilised) front tyre hadn’t joined it was because some past owner, 
confronted with a stripped spindle thread had actually welded the front wheel into the fork. But 
Graham only wanted a tenner for it and what’s more, for another £40, up on a shelf he had a 
1925 500cc engine - the bike was building itself!
 So I made my purchase, including the engine. It wasn’t until I came to strip the bike that I 
discovered the welded-in front wheel but fortunately the perpetrator’s welding had been as 
casual as his ideas on maintenance and the weld yielded easily to a cold chisel. Initially, once 
the quest for parts began I didn’t do too badly. At Belle Vue Show (forerunner of Stafford) 
in 1985 I picked up a £25 gearbox and found a tank for the same money - although I 

Obscure Makes: Despatch Rider John Hodson
The Despatch Rider 
motor cycle was made 
by Dreng and Company 
of Fern Road, Erdington, 
Birmingham. Both ladies’ 
and men’s versions of the 
bike were made; the only 
difference between the 
two was that the top tube 
of the ladies’ model was 
lowered to allow for the 
rider’s skirt. The bike was 
made from 1915 to 1917.
 The motor cycle 

shown in the picture is fitted with a Peco 211cc two-stroke engine but it has been reported that 
a Villiers 269cc engine could be fitted as an alternative. The specification for the Peco engine 
machine included an Amac or Brown and Barlow carburettor, Ericson or Dixie magneto and 
Saxon, Druid or Brampton forks. The Despatch Rider was noted for the low riding position, the 
saddle being only 28 inches from the ground. The specification continues: the frame was of 
high carbon best weldless steel tubing of specially strong gauge, wheels 24 or 26 inch beaded 
edge with 2 inch Dunlop tyres, XL ALL pan seat saddle, Bowden cable operated front brake 
and exhaust lifter, a foot brake operated on the belt rim. As appropriate for military use, the 
bike was finished in “Service Khaki” with bright parts being heavily plated onto copper. The 
men’s model sold for 27 guineas but the Ladies’ model cost an extra guinea. Extras available 
were; drip feed lubrication costing 7s/6d, a carrier costing 5s/6d and pump and clips for 4s/6d.
 Only ¾ inch Dunlop belt direct drive was supplied as standard, Dreng claimed that there 
was no need for gears as the light weight and power of the engine allowed the machine 
to easily climb most hills. However, a two-speed gear was available as an extra costing 5 
guineas.
 In August 1915 The Motor Cycle mentioned a short trial run on the Despatch Rider. The 
reporter commented on the ease of starting, absence of vibration and good turn of speed.
 Only one Despatch Rider, a ladies’ model, is known to survive. This bike was rescued from 
a Birmingham scrap metal merchant’s cart in 1961 and then restored. This sole survivor was 
sold at Bonham’s auction in April 2011. The Dreng Despatch rider was regularly advertised 
for sale in The Motor Cycle classified advertisements of around 1916, the vendor was Messrs 
Green Taxis, Villiers Street Garage, Charing Cross London.
 The Despatch Rider appears to have been built for use by the army, its name, khaki paint, 
simple structure and lightness certainly suggest this; however, I have not been able to find 
any evidence that the bike was used in a war environment. Indeed, Martin Gregg in his book 
“War Bike” writes that the bike “looked unsuitable for use in the field!”

References:
The Despatch Rider catalogue from the SMCC Ayers Archive of Catalogues The Motor Cycle, 
August 1915 and 1916.
Martin Gregg, War Bike, British Military Motorcycling 1899-1919, pages 49-50. I am grateful 
to John Waghorn for access to the SMCC Archive of Catalogues.

First photo of the project
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had to persuade the vendor that I didn’t want it for a chopper; my then youth, long hair and 
leather jacket had made him understandably suspicious. A BSA parts book was an early and 
very sound investment. BSA are to be credited for the accurate illustrations in their books 
that make it quite clear which bits fit which models. Thanks to the book, none of the parts I 
picked up at autojumbles turned out to be wrong. Regrettably I had bought the 500 engine 
before buying the parts book and soon learned that, unlike post-war models, 1920s 500cc 
BSA engines do not fit 350cc BSA frames. Still, at least it filled the gap in the middle for the 
first photo of the project." 

 Looks quite good doesn’t it? The box on the floor conceals the missing bit of the back wheel 
rim.
 But a 350cc motor remained elusive. I picked up a pair of crankcases but that was all. Then, 
at the Brands 1000 Bikes a couple of years later, I spotted a 350cc three-stud, side-valve 
Blackburne engine of about 1922, complete with carb and exhaust pipe and I started to 
imagine building a vintage special. It was a great fantasy, BSA-Blackburne? Blackburne- 
BSA? either had a nice ring to it. Soon after a family friend kindly donated most of a BSA 
motor and grateful though I was, it was now Blackburn e or bust. Trouble is, bust was still 
more likely; I could see no way to get around having only half a rear frame; rear frame  parts 
for flat tankers are always scarce and gradually as I became more involved in 60s café racers 
my enthusiasm for my vintage project waned.
 By 1990 most of my cash was going into a Gold Star project and I frequently thought about 
selling the BSA bits to help fund it but in 1994, I moved to Edinburgh to work for Motolux, 
restoring Indians. There I learned a lot about making parts and also befriended a clever young 

engineer who in the space of a week made me the rear frame member, the other half of the 
stand and bent me a pair of ‘bars. All for an incredibly generous £35!
 Suddenly the BSA seemed achievable again. I wanted wired-edge rims for practicality but 
with the brake rims and unusual spoke patterns they would need to be specially dimpled and 
drilled, which was beyond my wheel-building ability. James Wheildon in Devon did the job  for 
a very reasonable price. Sadly he now only does car wheels, I believe. I made up my  own 
engine plates from a nice sheet of well-rusted 1/4” plate that looked as old as the rest of the 
bike – I always liked old bikes to look old and wanted my special to look as though it had been 
assembled long ago. Having read R.K.Battson’s ‘The Land Beyond the Ridge’ in which he 
details fitting a Blackburne engine into an ex-George Stanley Singer in the 1920s but finding 
the flywheel hit the ground on left-handers, I mounted my engine high. But there was another 

problem, the BSA frame is short and the flywheel left no room for a BSA clutch. Since I didn’t 
have one anyway I had the correct taper put into a Villiers clutch which being smaller did the 
job, as well as meaning I would never struggle to find clutch plates or parts.
 In Scotland, autojumbles were few and parts hard to find which led to a few compromises in 
pre-internet times. Second-hand aluminium mudguards were sprayed black and an old trials 
21” tyre went on the back. One of the slides was missing from the Blackburne’s AMAC carb 
but I found a 276 Amal that fitted, along with a 1950’s Lucas magneto. Came the day and 
the old girl chuffed into life after about three kicks. I panicked and stopped it  immediately but 
gradually developed the courage to start it again. Being accustomed to checking oil return on 
a first start up, the total loss system seemed very wrong but of course it was fine.
 The ten mile journey to the MOT was a real baptism of fire, it reminded me of my 

Dec 1994: frame complete, next step wheels and engine plates.

On the road at last and possessed of a certain rakish charm, I think…
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first ride on a sidecar, or furtive rides without a helmet; I had an overwhelming sense that 
a roadblock was lying in wait and I would be clapped in irons; surely this couldn’t be legal? 
When I got there, the tester didn’t seem to think so either. “Hmmm…” said he, “There’s 
exemptions for bikes this age but even so this front brake should work…” His (admittedly 
sound) argument was that however poor the design, the extensive pitting on my brake rim 
must make it  worse. Thankfully at this point the boss’ Dad, old Frank, appeared and said 
“Pah, they never worked when they were new, give the laddie his MOT.”
To be continued.

News From the Continent Heinz Kindler
North German International Vintage Motorcycle Weekend and New Imperial Owners 
Association World Meeting
The North German International Vintage Motorcycle Weekend for pre-1945 motorcycles 
celebrated its 30th anniversary in 2015, and 190 motorcycles with riders from ten different 
nations found their way to the Kaltenkirchen Festival ground.
 The oldest bikes were a 1903 FN, ridden by Gert Huismann, the well-known 1904 Achilles 
ridden by German Windmill Rally captain Horst Klett and a 1904 Peugeot ridden by Mathias 
Welle.
 Manfred Weiss and Harald Petr from Graz in Austria did the longest distance to the event 
with two Puch motorcycles from 1933 and 1938.
 The most original bike was the 1910 Humber ridden by Walter Schenk from Germany. It 
won the Dutch Yesterday's Motorcycles trophy for the most original bike.
 All of the North German Rally competitors were introduced at the start by the “Voice of the 
North German”, former Speedway world champion Egon Müller.
 The Saturday route stopped for lunch at the medieval Torhaus Seedorf near the Plöner See, 
the biggest lake in Schleswig-Holstein, the most northern county of Germany. In the afternoon 
the Rickling Country Brewery showed our international guests that North Germany guys can 
brew real dark ale.
 On the Sunday run the riders had to cross the River Stör on the little historic ferry “Else“ and 
then they continued to the border of the river Elbe for lunch in the village of Brokdorf.
 The field included an International Model H Triumph Team to celebrate to centenary of 
the bike with Dr. Jacqueline Bickerstaff from England and the two Danish riders Per Alvin 
Christensen and Jörgen Sjontoft, all on Trusty Triumphs.
 Other British entries were ex-VMCC President Vic Blake on a 1926 350 OHV Raleigh and 
the Plant Family from the Isle of Man on 1914 and 1928 Sunbeams.
 Chris Read from Cheltenham rode his Ariel Red Hunter on its own wheels to the event and 
to visit the International Ariel Rally in Germany as well.
 Star of the New Imperial Owner Association Meeting were the 1923 overhead camshaft 
racer designed by Val Page and J.A. Prestwich and a 250 cc original 1934 GP Racer owned 
by New Imperial enthusiast Andy Dean. The oldest New Imperial was a 1919 V-Twin which 
won the Bonham's Concours d’Elegance trophy. The New Imperial Meeting covered entries 
from England, Wales, Germany, Poland and the Netherlands with 12 different bikes.
 Winner of the whole event was Arno Pellanda from Switzerland on a 1928 Motosacoche. 
The Team Award went to Switzerland with their Lady Team Captain Anny Meier on a 1924 
Zehnder.

Kent Marques: The Venture Julie Diplock

Well despite some research, I’ve not been able to find out much about The Venture Motorcycle 
of Charing, Kent; I suspect it was a one-off. However, I did find two great photographs of the 
shop in its heyday around 1913. Although predominantly a bicycle shop, a V-twin registration 
FN 893 is shown, together with a single, D 8377. One picture is shown in full, the other I have 
cropped to show just the V-twin – can anyone identify them, or is one of them the mythical 
Venture?

Photos courtesy of Charing and District Local History Society: www.charinghistory.co.uk
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Contact Julie at Sport Travel Solutions
We guarantee an Excellent Service and Competitive Fares

with all of the Ferry Operators Including P&O Ferries
Telephone: 01670 712055
Email: juliewarnes@aol.com

Website: www.sporttravelsolutions.net

SPECIAL FARES FOR

SUNBEAM MEMBERS

NEED A FERRY CROSSING TO EUROPE

Members Advertisements
Small Ads for Private Sales and Items Wanted are free to Club Members, and can repeat 
free for several issues if requested. Just let the Editor know your requirements.
Please include your membership number with your advertisement and note that free 
advertising does not included business advertising. Do mention where you saw the advert 
when contacting advertisers. 

WANTED
1924/25 Coventry Eagle Flying Eight petrol tank, and mudguards, or even patterns to assist 
with project restoration. JAP KTOR OHV V TWIN engine casings from 1924/25 also wanted 
for the same project restoration.
 Email: Zach Sagurs at zjsagurs@ibl.bm with details and contact number to call at suitable 
time to discuss further.
Beaded-edge tyres: 650 x 65 (26 x 2 ½“ Old Standard) tyres for my 1911 Scott. John Kidd 
Wanted desperately: Ariel or Sunbeam kick-start knee, any year from 1913 to 1955. My 
current kick-start knee is not operating well and has corrosion and wear problems. It is also  
a hindrance when being used to bump-start machines when the kick-start is removed.
 Please contact Reg on 01242-870375 before 9.00pm
Help please with a B.S.A. H29 550cc sidevalve sloper. Has anyone got information about 
tappet clearances, timing, how to set the engine oil flow regulator plus any technical details 
torques etc. Also a pushrod cover. Any information would be gratefully received. 
 Andy Reid 07884 268649 or andeoldbikes@hotmail.com (Essex ) (04/16)
1911 Zenith Gradua: wanted various parts and information, see article earlier in this 
magazine. 
 Andrew Leslie 07599 291787 or email ajdleslie@gmail.com (Northants) (04/16)
For a 1923 Triumph 2½ HP Junior (‘Baby’): Lucas magdynette; Lucas headlamp type 
MB31; 13-tooth mag sprocket (self-pull); any engine, gearbox and clutch parts. For a 
Triumph model H: advance-retard lever. All required for the restoration of my machines. 
 Please contact Neil Styles on 07516 036539 (evenings) (WORCS) (02/16)
AMAC TT carburettor, up to 1” choke diameter. Also, 1926 Brooklands programmes for 
1st, 5th, 7th, 8th B.M.C.R.C. meetings. 
 Graham Gasson Graham.Gasson@campdenbri.co.uk 01737 824256 (Surrey) day. (02/16)
Petrol / Oil tank for a 200cc 1910 Humber. These were made from 1910 – 1914 and 
appear to be identical during this period. Ideally to buy, but if not, permission to take 
measurements and details to make a copy. 
 Peter Ashlee 01732 peterashlee@hotmail.com (Kent) (02/16)
BRADBURY No1 wheel building jig wanted by a recently inspired but terminally delusional 
amateur spoke-botherer with a pile of bent wheels and a recently discovered space on his 
bench.
 Please call Andy Dean on 0118 9772178 or email andy@keephatch.net (02/16)
Pioneer Run Programmes. My veteran first took part in the Pioneer Run in 1952. As part 
of the machine history pack I have managed to collect Pioneer Run programmes from that 
date to the present with the exception of five issues only. Can anyone please help me with 
the programmes for 1954, 1958, 1959, 1967 and 1981. 
 Chris 020 8309 0871. chrisjwright@btinternet.com (02/16)
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1916 Harley-Davidson F-type (three-speed) parts wanted. 
 Please contact Harry Verkuil hverkuil@btinternet.com (12/15)
FRANCIS BARNETT SEAGULL 43 1938 250cc: Rear stand, speedometer bracket, 
handbook, pin drive 24” speedometer cable. Good photographs or patterns would be of 
great help please. 
 Alex Taylor 01235 553574. alex.taylor574@btinternet.com (Oxfordshire) (12/15)
AMAC TT carburettor wanted: T25 TT 25 clip fitting 13/16" choke diameter, complete or 
just body. Good price paid. 
 Phone Graham Gasson on 01737 824256 daytime. (12/15)
AMAC carburettor to fit 11/8” (1.125”) stub. Suitable for fitting to a 1912 Stuart Stellar 
(784cc twin two-stroke). 
 Contact Brian Empsall 01543 264 968. E-mail: brian.empsall@btinternet.com (12/15)
A number 32 Lucas carbide generator in good working order. 
 Richard Mummery 01227 751751 email sheila.mummery @sky .com (12/15)
FOR SALE
1924 Norton 16H 490cc. Good condition with acetylene lights. Unused for some time. On 
SORN. £12,950. 1920's Norton sidecar body, original £850. 
 Roy Plummer 01424 772598 (East Sussex) (04/16)
Triumph 3½ HP veteran from 1912 with Hub clutch in very good condition. Being an older 
restoration looks matured. Rear hub overhauled with new clutch plates and bearings. I have 
entered 10 Pioneer runs and every time it has been reliable. I can help with delivery and 
demonstrate how it all works. £13500 ono. 
 Call John on 07796130766 / 01279 813133 (Essex) (04/16)
Four ‘New old stock’ valves allegedly from a vintage Triumph. I don't know if they are inlets 
or exhausts. These are the dimensions:- Head diameter: 1 1/16th” with screwdriver slot. 
Stem diameter: 0.284”. Length: 3.25”. Seat angle 45 Degrees. Seat width: 3/8th”. Spring 
retainer pin hole: 7/64” 0.25” below top. There is a fifth valve with a part threaded pin hole. 
If interested I can e-mail photographs. Offers invited. 
 Derek Marrable. 01689-824464 Derek_marrable@yahoo.co.uk (Kent) (04/16)
1936 350cc Royal Enfield. With stainless steel rims and spokes, ethanol proof lined tank 
and new Wassell concentric carb. Good all round condition £4750. 
 Call for more details George 01732 841268 (Kent) (04/16)
Milford Empress sidecar chassis (1915-1922), wheel missing, in need of restoration, photos 
available, £250. Skulgarde Helmet, size c7½ green/black check, £65. 
 Dave Pittuck dpittuck@hotmail.com 01403 700658, (West Sussex). (04/16)
1923 Douglas 4hp (600cc). As seen on the front cover of Sunbeam Club News December 
2015 issue (no 877) and at various club events. Good unrestored condition. £7,850.
 For details please ring 01634 375061 or email 4570eric@gmail.com Eric Carpenter  
(North Kent). (02/16)
Ariel Colt 200cc c1955. Barn find last reg 1972. Untidy but 90% there, needs lots of TLC 
but engine free to turn. £250. 
 Peter Jackson 01444 236133 (Sussex) pehjackson@tiscali.co.uk  (02/16)
WHITE & POPPE. 1905 single speed, 427cc. Two owners the last 65 years. Goes up all the 
hills on the Pioneer Run, entered in the 2016 event. Good reliable machine. Well known and 
quite a quick early veteran with history back to 1907. With spares £25,000. 
 Alex Taylor 01235 553574 , email alex.taylor574@btinternet.com (Oxfordshire) (12/15)

Skulgarde Helmet. Covered in blue cheque cap material and looks like a cap until 
close range. Made by Charles Owen & Co (Bow) Ltd, 82-102 Hanbury Street, London. 
E1 5JN. Registered BS 2001/72. Patent number 735389. Pudding basin helmet (used 
for Scrambling). Trackstar. Low crown racing helmet. An Aviakit product. Registered BS 
1869/68. ACU & BSI Approved. Attached to front is a peak built specifically for the job of 
stopping mud going into eyes. Attached to helmet by tape and can be removed if required. 
Both helmets in used condition and have spent the last 30+ years in a garage. Can be 
cleaned up and used again although no guarantee on the safety. Helmet Size - 59-62cm; 
23-24in; Hat size 7¼ - 7½. OFFERS PLEASE. 
 Peter Donaldson peterdmsc@hotmail.co.uk 01322 332087 Kent (02/16)
Ariel Colt 200cc c1955. Barn find last reg 1972. Untidy but 90% there, needs lots of TLC 
but engine free to turn. £250. 
 Peter Jackson 01444 236133 (Sussex) pehjackson@tiscali.co.uk  (02/16)
WHITE & POPPE. 1905 single speed, 427cc. Two owners the last 65 years. Goes up all the 
hills on the Pioneer Run, entered in the 2016 event. Good reliable machine. Well known and 
quite a quick early veteran with history back to 1907. With spares £25,000. 
 Alex Taylor 01235 553574 , email alex.taylor574@btinternet.com (Oxfordshire) (12/15)

Balancing on Two Wheels Neil Seymour
With the recent increase in membership numbers I thought I would pen a few lines relating to 
the trials section of our great club.
 Rolling the clock back our heyday was probably the post war period when the Sunbeam 
name was prominent in the off-road trials scene.
 During the 80’s and early 90’s the club was featuring on or near the top of the table in the 
South Eastern Centre Star Group championship.



FOR SALE - Pioneer Programmes 1950-2014
To be sold to the highest bidder in lots or the complete collection. All proceeds 
to Soldiers, Sailors, Airmen & Families Association and the Thames Valley Air 

Ambulance.

1951-1959 (1950 and 1957 missing) 1959 cover and back page partly missing.

1960 - 1969 all good condition

1970 - 1979 (1974 event not held)

1980 -1989 all good condition

1990 - 1999 all good condition

2000 - 2014 all good condition

Spares, 2011 and 2012

Bids will close one month after publication.
Replies to - Jim Hammant,

Blewbury, Springwood Lane, Rotherfi eld Peppard, Oxon RG9 5JJ
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Gordon Jackson Trial 14th February 2016 Neil Seymour
Clerk of the course Paul Casling served up a Valentines treat for over 60 riders who competed 
in our recent trial, the Gordon Jackson event held at Bagshot on the  14th February 2016.
 Paul and his mate Geoff Norris spent the two previous days testing their waterproofs in 
monsoon like conditions laying out 12 sections to be covered three times by the riders.

 Sunbeam’s prominence in the “active riders” cohort has diminished, although we continue 
to organise events to a highly respected standard. The Sunbeam brand is still an incredibly 
big draw in the trials world.
 With the advent of the modern trials motorcycle the sport has become more challenging; 
this has to some extent been evened out by the increase of competitors and events catering 
for pre-65 machines or the slightly more modern twin-shock bikes.
 In 2016 we have a handful of riders who compete to varying levels of success and as a club 
we run a round of the Star Group Championship February each year along with our “double 
header” event, the Gingerbeards and Greybeards event held at Horsmonden in August.
 Recently we handed over the reins of the Sunbeam Southern Experts Event to the Hook 
Wood Trials Club and we are grateful for the fact that the Sunbeam name is still associated 
with the event which is continuing to go from strength to strength. The foundations of this 
recent resurgence were put in place during the period when Chris Mawer successfully 
rescued the event at a time when the future of the trial was in doubt.
 Former Treasurer and Club Member Andrew Leslie has recently started competing on a 
Greeves he purchased from Peter Donaldson (complete with oil leak!!).
 We are always keen to see members at events who are more associated with the V&V side. 
Details of our events can be found in the magazine; we’d love to see you there.

Andrew Leslie at The Red Tape Trial 
aboard the Greeves bought from Peter 
Donaldson. Photo: Malcolm Grubb

Sunbeam Novice Trial – 1955 Chris Mawer

Chris Mawer, number 74 (500T Norton) now a life member of The Sunbeam MCC. Also 
riding on that day was Brian Bonny, honorary club member, on a 197cc two- stroke. 
Brian did beat me on the day by a very small margin!

Peter Donaldson had managed to source a supply of waterproof section markers which we 
can now say with authority……. “they did what it says on the tin”
 The Gordon Jackson trial is a round of the South Eastern Centre Star Group  championship 
which consists of ten clubs. Sunbeam have been a member of this combine for over 50 years.
 We were also pleased to welcome riders from the North Kent Trials Combine who did not 
have a championship round on that date. This increased the entry and we were pleased 
to welcome some new faces. Thanks to Dennis Fleet and Peter Donaldson for making this 
happen.
 It was nice to see Tony Lloyd along with his better half Thelma observing along with Alan 
Stone with his better half Shona. Alan had made the trip up from the West Country and spent 
the day with an observer's card in his hand spending most of his time chatting to riders who 
he hadn’t seen in the last ten years or so!
 Adding to our expertise in the official’s Department were Neville Lewis, Liz Sinclair, Len 
West, Brian Humphries and John Sapsard.
 The ride of the day came from twin shock rider Barry Fitzmaurice who riding a Fantic 
completed the course for the loss of just six marks.
 Having organised trials for over 20 years I can state that I received the most compliments 
by e-mail for any event over this period, the riders thoroughly enjoyed themselves.
Well done and thanks to Paul and Geoff for all their efforts. You did the club proud!
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The Old Forge, Quicks Yard, High Street
Handcross, Nr. Haywards Heath, West Sussex, RH17 6BJ

Website: www.verralls.com

We always have on display a range of machines at our 
showrooms below:

VERRALLS
(Handcross) Ltd.

Specialists in
VETERAN - VINTAGE - CLASSIC

and
THOROUGHBRED MOTORCYCLES

WANTED
We are interested in purchasing any Veteran, Vintage or Classic motorcycle 
either in restored or "as found" condition. Also, solid tyred cycles, penny 

farthings, trikes and any motoring accessories or memorabilia

Telephone: 01444 400 678 Fax: 01444 401 111

Club Natter and Lunch Meeting at The Vine
Noon First Saturday of the Month

Come along - all welcome, by any mode of transport, particularly with pre-40 
machines of any make. 

Meet up with other Sunbeam Club members and the Rudge Enthusiasts Club 
and the Marston Sunbeam Club & Register.

The Vine, Great Bardfi eld, Braintree, Essex CM7 4SR All welcome

For more details contact: Rob Woodford 
robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk  07847 098597

Off The Saddle Peter Donaldson
In my last “Off the Saddle” I mentioned that our Club Member Gavin Shaw, who has  returned 
to Trials after a 20 year break, was going places. He has, and won outright his Class, large 
capacity rigid, on the difficult route at the C.M.S.A. Red Tape Trial in December. Keep it up, 
well done.
 Whilst looking at how they are doing, Neil Sinclair gave us that launch into the Star Group 
Season in January with 22 points. We ran the second of this Championship in February and 
Neil was secretary of the meeting at a successful, though difficult event that will be separately 
reported in this News. He promises to be out there for us in March.
 We saw less of Paul Casling last season in the South Eastern Centre or Star Group; he 
is usually up in podium positions. Well Paul lives very close to the borders of the South  
Eastern Centre, South Midlands Centre and Southern Centre. So after very many years of 
campaigning mostly in the South Eastern Centre he decided in 2015 to have a bash in the 
South Midlands Centre and has won his Class there. Well done and keep riding like that and 
look forward to a report on riding Route 66 later this summer. Paul was Clerk of the Course 
for our Gordon Jackson Trial last month doing his usual professional job and he  will no doubt 
still ride his favourite S.E. Centre events.
 You may remember that the British did better in the “International Six Day Enduro”, (formerly 
known as the International Six Day Trial), last year than for many a year. Long gone are the 
days when our victorious teams were sent out on a big budget, paid and on works machinery. 
Now there is a much smaller budget to assist the best of riders with some of the cost. This 
autumn the event is to be held in Spain. If you are for entering in the  popular under 23 year 
old class, well all support monies has been allocated but there is still  a little left, as I write 
this, for some older riders who qualify.
 Back in the late 1950s when I started Trials riding, though I had no interest in the three- 
wheel brigade, there was a regular and successful exponent, a local garage owner called 
John Catchpole from the Sidcup area. He didn’t ride the sort of machinery the others did 
but made his own engines, normallytwo-stroke and did very well with them. At the recent 
Sunbeam Club Night at West Kingsdown Bob Olney, the current owner of the machine John 
Catchpole built for himself to ride in the 1961 International Six Day Trial, brought it along. A 
350cc solo that had bits on it from most makes currently around in that era. A bitsa and  weird 
were two descriptions I would give it. First it had a large Velocette bottom  half changed to 
run as a two-stroke. The barrel was a 350cc AMC four-stroke barrel ported to two-stroke. So 
it went on. Despite being so radical it looked fully functional and started with  a small kick, and 
you would not have seen many two-strokes of that era running on a magneto. The Greeves 
silencer fitted, which were quiet in those days, was devoid almost entirely of silencing. The 
Six Days ride that year was on the Isle of Man and was extremely stiff. The bike did not 
complete the Six Days and reason is hidden in the mists of time, but today its owner reports 
the machine as extremely reliable, powerful and very difficult to stall.
 Just had a look at the South Eastern Centre Gazette for January 1960. The Sunbeam MCC 
was very busy in promoting the years programme:-
March 20th Pioneer Run
April 23rd Point to Point (National Scramble)
May 1st Sprinting
June 4th 200 miles Trial
June 19th South Downs Trial
July 3rd Hampshire 100 mile Trial

July 17th Novice Trial
July 24th Veterans Rally
Aug 28th Sunbeam Scramble
Sept 20th Greybeards Trial
Oct 2nd Sprint
Oct 8th Moonbeam Run

Oct 16th Two-Stroke Trial Dec 18th Southern Experts Trial
 Plus on one of the second Sundays in the month we would have run a trial as our 
contribution to the Star Group Championship. We were a right busy Club.
 Of those 15 events, 55 years on and we only run two of them today, The Pioneer Run and 
The Greybeards Trial. We don’t run Scrambles, nor Sprints, nor long distance Trials and a 
severe cut back on ordinary Trials. So what number of events do we run today? I am going to 
surprise you, but the same number with the emphasis of course being on Veteran and Vintage 
Events.
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CLUB EVENTS CALENDAR 2016
Visit our website www.sunbeam-mcc.co.uk to download Entry Forms.

18th-25th June 33rd Welsh Week Llanbister Pre 1940
Contact: Colin Bentham  (01761 241516)  colinandpip@waitrose.com   Closed to Club

3rd July Rose of the Shires Run Stoke Bruerne,  Pre 1940
Contact: Chris Tullett  (01293 783862)  ryan_moore@tiscali.co.uk  Northants

20th June 8:00 Club Night West Kingsdown  All
Contact: George Smith  (01474 852960)  t110george47@gmail.com Village Hall welcome
   Kent TN15 6BZ

2nd July noon Club Meet – The Vine Great Bardfield, All
Contact: Rob Woodford  (07847 098597)  robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk Braintree, Essex welcome 
   CM7 4SR

7th July 7.30 Club Night – Six Bells Chiddingly All
Contact: Paul Rees  (01323 844766)  paulrees49@yahoo.co.uk East Sussex welcome
   BN8 6HE

10th July Garden of England Run Headcorn,  Pre 1940
Contact:\ Tony Lloyd  (01737 555413)  aj.lloyd@virginmedia.com Kent

18th July 8:00 Club Night West Kingsdown All
Contact: George Smith  (01474 852960)  t110george47@gmail.com Village Hall welcome
   Kent TN15 6BZ

4th August 7.30 Club Night – Six Bells Chiddingly All
Contact: Paul Rees  (01323 844766)  paulrees49@yahoo.co.uk East Sussex welcome
   BN8 6HE

6th August Noon Club Meet – The Vine Great Bardfield,  All
Contact: Rob Woodford (07847 098597)  robwoodford1@hotmail.co.uk Braintree, Essex welcome
   CM7 4SR

7th August 54th Graham Walker Run Beaulieu,  Pre 1940
Contact: Ian McGill (01293 771446)  acsociable1@sky.com  Hampshire

15th August 8:00 Club Night West Kingsdown All
Contact: George Smith (01474 852960)  t110george47@gmail.com Village Hall welcome
   Kent TN15 6BZ

27th August Ginger beards Trial Jackson Woods, Any Bike/
Contact: Peter Donaldson (01322 332087)  peterdmsc@hotmail.co.uk  Horsmonden,  British Bike
   Kent 

28th August Greybeards Trial Jackson Woods, All Classes
Contact: Peter Donaldson (01322 332087)  peterdmsc@hotmail.co.uk Horsmonden, Rider Over 
   Kent 40 years old

11th September Constable Run Monks Eleigh,  Pre 1940 
Contact: Marian Johnson (01255 554828)  mari_35@btinternet.com Suffolk

17th September 8th Sunbeam September Challenge North Yorks Pre 1931     
Contact: Alec Thompson (01751 431478)  alec81.thompson@mypostoffice.co.uk 

25th September Third Romney Marsh Run St Mary in the Pre 1931  
Contact: Julie Diplock (01797 344277)  sunbeameditor@hotmail.co.uk Marsh, Kent Flat
    tanks only
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John Moore 1908 9hp BAT

Richard Lemon 1912 499cc Triumph 
outfit at the Handcross coffee stop.

Pioneer Run® 2016  Pictures: John Mijatovic 
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